
1 Supplemental Methods S1

1.1 Annotation categories
For a complete annotation of known protein-coding genes we relied on RefSeq [1], UCSC
[2], Ensembl [3], and Gencode v12 [4]. The first three datasets were downloaded from the
University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) table browser (hg19), while Gencode annotation
was directly taken from http://www.gencodegenes.org/releases/12.html. For
all sets the genomic coordinates of protein-coding genes, protein-coding transcript isoforms, and
protein-coding exons (CDS) were used to define the coordinates of known protein-coding genes,
transcript variants and exons, respectively. Intronic regions were defined by intervals annotated
as an intron in at least one of the gene annotations sets above, but never annotated as an exon
of a protein-coding transcript. Intergenic regions were defined as the complement of all protein-
coding transcript variants known in at least one of the above annotation sets. For untranslated
regions (UTRs) and pseudogenes we relied solely on the coordinates as defined in Gencode
v12.

Annotation for known non-coding RNA genes has been collected from different sites: (1)
A set of bona fide intergenic long non-coding RNAs was constructed from the 18,855 tran-
scripts defined in the long non-coding RNA dataset of Gencode v12. In order to exclude
non-coding isoforms of protein-coding genes and antisense RNAs, we discarded all those tran-
scripts that overlapped at least one known protein-coding transcript, no matter of reading direc-
tion (Gencode v12 - 7,401 transcripts; UCSC, Ensembl, and RefSeq protein-coding genes -
8,671). To further exclude transcripts predicted to contain conserved short open reading frames,
we discarded all those transcripts with an exon that overlapped a significant RNAcode [5] seg-
ment (p-value< 0.05, 7,500 transcripts), or if not scored by RNAcode, an exon that overlaps a
significant tblastn hit (E-value< 0.05, RefSeq database from March 7, 2012; 8,848 tran-
scripts). The filtering steps resulted in 5,209 long non-coding transcripts which corresponded to
3,814 non-coding genes. (2) Large intergenic non-coding RNAs (lincRNAs) and transcripts of
uncertain coding potential (TUCPs) as detected in a comprehensive expression study across 22
human tissues and cell lines have been downloaded from the Human Body Map catalog (http:
//www.broadinstitute.org/genome_bio/human_lincrnas/) [6]. (3) Genomic
coordinates of large RNAs found in chromatin were taken from [7]. (4) Sequences of vali-
dated large non-coding RNAs were downloaded from the lncRNAdb database [8] and mapped
to the human genome version hg19 by employing BLAT [9] with parameters -trimHardA
-minIdentity=95. (5) Genomic coordinates of known short RNAs, like miRNAs and snoR-
NAs, were downloaded from the wgRNA track available from the UCSC table browser, and split
in a subset containing the precursors of miRNAs and a subset of C/D box and H/ACA box
snoRNAs as well as small Cajal body-specific RNAs (scaRNAs) [10, 11]. (6) Human intronic
non-coding RNAs [12] were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser mirror for func-
tional RNA (http://www.ncrna.org/glocal/cgi-bin/hgGateway) and mapped
to hg19. Original sets of totally intronic non-coding RNAs (TINs) and partially intronic non-
coding RNAs (PINs) were reannotated according to Gencode v12 gene annotation (no matter
of reading direction) in order to receive reliable sets of intronic non-coding RNAs. 31,023 TINs
out of 55,126 original TINs mapping to hg19 were completely found in introns and did not over-
lap with conserved open reading frames as detected by RNAcode (p-value< 0.05), or did not ex-
hibit sequence similarity to known human amino acid sequences (tblastn, RefSeq database
from March 7, 2012, E-value< 0.05) if RNAcode could not be applied due to low sequence
conservation. 621 intronic non-coding RNAs classified as TINs in [12] overlapped Gencode



v12 exons and were assigned to the set of partially intronic non-coding RNAs (PINs). 6,268
PINs out of 12,589 PINs mapping to hg19 were partially found in introns and did not overlap
with conserved short open reading frames detected in introns (RNAcode, p-value< 0.05). 141
intronic non-coding RNAs originally annotated as PINs did not overlap Gencode v12 exons
and, hence, have been added to the set of totally intronic non-coding RNAs (TINs).

The number of DE-probes with conserved secondary structure was retrieved by mapping
their coordinates to genomic regions known to contain conserved secondary structure elements
(Evofold [13], RNAz 2.0 [14, 15], and SISSIz [16]). For RNAz and SISSIz we relied on
high scoring predictions from Smith et al. [17].

We retrieved genomic coordinates of selected histone modifications from the Encode con-
sortium [18] in order to assess independent evidence for transcription initiation and elongation
(including data for 6 normal cell lines, 1 cancer, and 1 embryonic stem cell line). To detect
differential expression of known promoter-sites we relied on the histone modification H3K4
trimethylation, which marks promoter regions of actively transcribed genes [19, 20]. This chro-
matin mark often co-occurs with CpG islands, which are also associated with transcription start
sites [21, 22]. In addition DNaseI-hypersensitive sites define regions where the chromatin struc-
ture is changed in a way such that transcription factor binding is possible [20, 23]. The genomic
coordinates of transcription factor binding sites (TFBs) corresponded to binding sites identified
by ChIP-seq [18] or found to be conserved within human/mouse/rat alignments [24]. Pol II
binding sites were also derived from Encode to assess the fraction of genomic loci possibly
transcribed by Polymerase II. Loci actively transcribed by Pol II are marked by H3K36me3
[25], while transcriptional silenced loci carry H3k27me3 histone modifications[26]. In contrast,
H3K4me1 is associated with enhancer regions, but not with transcription start sites [27, 20], and
H3K27Ac is associated with enhancer and promoter sites [18, 28, 29].

We used the R library genomeIntervals [30] to revise and adapt all annotation sets. A
detailed listing of annotations sets and their sources is provided in Supplemental Table S7.
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